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 THE pop-up book is popping up everywhere, along with tug-it, tweak-it, flap-it and unpack-it books. Otherwise known as rip it, spoil it, tear it, maul it, pop -until-you-drop-it books.
 The frailty of the genre is one problem. The other is that the creators are sometimes so pleased with their showy ingenuity that they forget everything else. There's often no story worth telling and nothing much to do. The reader is overwhelmed by paper architecture but otherwise under-involved, strangely passive. 
 Yet at their best, pop-up books are fantastic - imagination in 3D (as opposed to 3D as a substitute for imagination). Here's the low-down on some of the best.
 The Red Dragon by Stephen Wyllie with Jonathan Allen (Tango pounds 8.99). This dragon is a champion. I have had to guard him carefully, such is his popularity with my son (2), lest he have his gorgeous scarlet wings clipped. The red dragon rides a motorcycle (pull him along and hear his grindy engine). He has a fantastic set of disguises to try and fool his prey. Readers are invited to rifle in chests (that really open) and dress him up in fancy dress, brown Burberry, dark glasses, clumpy shoes. But his red tail proves tell-tale, it will keep showing beneath his hem line.  A fresh, benign story. It should appeal to all ages (I'm 36 and I love it).
 Road Hog by Jan Pienkowski (Orchard pounds 8.99). The prolific Pienkowski has come up with a book which is a dramatic successor to his earlier monster pop -ups. This book is excellent because it has a marvellous built-in rhythm. As you turn each page, fluorescent pigs, blue spiders and crabs yawn, wink and wave their wounded legs (respectively) and as each makes his little statement, the child presses a button which goes 'beep, beep' like a mildly impatient driver. This is a tall, jaunty, percussive book. It has not proved at all irritating (yet).
 Pat the Beastie: A Pull & Poke Book by Henrik Drescher (Orion pounds 5.99).  Pat is not for the faint-hearted, which is another way of saying most infants should love him. He's a beast with fluorescent green hair to pull, swivelly eyes and smelly pink boots (they stink of old earth, or worse). He bathes coyly behind a bright pink plastic shower curtain. Especially successful are the two plastic worms that issue forth from his nostrils.  The Beastie is perhaps more a toy than a book, but he's definitely worth a feel.
 My Dog's Day by Christine Blaney (Tango pounds 7.99). Freddy really does lift his snow-white leg. . .but he is a polite dog none the less and should afford his owner some amusement. He looks as though a dazzlingly gifted child has painted him, his colours are luminous, he leaps off the page, swims and even, because he is rather dotty, attempts to fly. His Kennomeat, or whatever it is, looks awfully convincing. And best of all is the little painted cloud in which his dreams appear.
 Amazing Anthony Ant by Lorna and Graham Philpot (Orion pounds 8.99). There's a song to accompany this book and for those who can play the piano the music is there on Page One. This is a little like an advent calendar for ants with flaps that can be lifted to see what the ants are doing. They're an adult lot, they go to raves and there is even a road called 'Lover's Leap' for a rash, red ant. A busy, imaginative book for anyone old enough to appreciate antics.
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